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Comment
Hi, my name is Justin XXXXXXX. I'm with XXX XXXX XXXX XXXXXX. I'm actually just calling to get some
information about the Pecos Station on the Gold Line. Just wanted to get some clarification on some things
so if someone could give me a call back at their earliest convenience, my telephone number is XXX-XXXXXXX. Thanks.

Source
phone

A recent Denver Post article on FastTracks mentioned that there will need to be barrier walls between light
rail and freight lines. There is no mention of barrier walls in the Gold Line EIS. Does the use of EMUs
preclude the need for these barrier walls, or will you need to amend the EIS to include the effects of these
walls? \ \ Is the crossing at Carr proposed to be a single commuter rail track? \ \ Please change my e-mail
address in your records from XXXXXX to XXXXXX.

email

Jul 12 2009

Has there been a G.C. named for the construction yet? \ \ When do you think bids will go out on all utility
work? \ \ Thanks, \ \ Brian XXXX \ Sales Representative \ XXXXX\ XXXXXX\ Phone XXX.XXX.XXXX
&#9474; Fax XXX.XXX.XXXX &#9474; Cell XXX.XXX.XXXX

email

Jul 13 2009

Dear Megan, \
Thank you so much for the information on the Gold Line Project. When considering
buying a condo which faces the tracks it is really important to know what is being developed in the area.
The condo we were looking at was not only right next to the track but was also adjacent to the crossing! So
the lights and noise of the crossing would also be a consideration as well as the train noise. Again, thanks
for your time and the information. \ \ Sincerely, \ Diane XXXX

email

Jul 18 2009

Dear Kristi, \ \ I would like to obtain detailed maps of the Gold route and the Southwest corridor. Can you
refer me to a web site or tell me how I can get them? \ \ Thanks, \ \ JB

email

Jul 21 2009

We should fund and build this line as soon as possible. With all the delays the cost has risen significantly.
traffic is worse, congestion is worse, etc. We are so far behind in mass transit systems. Please do not
continue to delay this project! Build it!
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Jul 24 2009
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